rooted
through time
Words and photos by Alice Griffin

“Just like the thousands of olive trees planted in Israel as
a way to combat desertification, I could feel the olive tree
rooting itself into my heart, showing me how to re-green
my own journey and embark on a new path.”

Looking out towards the Andalucian
mountains my heart is aglow; orange,
lemon and red hues dominate this desert
landscape, but weaving it together are
always the chain links of light, dark and
shimmering green: The Olive. I feel
my heart lift as I consider this tree’s
gnarled entwined trunks. I imagine its
roots channelling up to six metres into
the earth and marvel at its ability to
withstand heat, drought, floods and
even a little extreme cold. In awe of its
resilience, adaptability and strength, I
wrap my arms around my body holding
tight and acknowledge that once again
nature has taught me. As I prepare to
leave this small Spanish village following
a month of contemplation, I know I am
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leaving with the answers I need and
the olive-shaped word “rooted” firmly
imprinted on my heart.
Known as the Tree of Eternity, the olive
(Olea europaea) can live for thousands of
years–and it has lived in my own heart
forever. Unlike the predictable palm
tree, it was the olive tree that held my
attention during the dreary office days of
my past. In my mind, the olive has always
represented the perfect combination of
exoticism and rustic practicality. I would
daydream about time spent walking in
hot, dusty landscapes with a backpack,
pausing to rest under its branches to
eat a sandwich, à la Laurie Lee. As time
has moved on I have consistently been
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“i believe
that nature
provides us
with signs
and delivers
answers; we
just need to
take notice.”
attracted to the olive, both as a symbol
of far away places and for its stable
longevity as a plant. It mirrors the
dichotomy of my own life perfectly:
itchy feet constantly in battle with a
yearning for roots.
When I arrived in Spain at the
beginning of the month, I came with
questions: was it best for our family
to continue with our itinerant lifestyle
or was it the right time for us to
stand still? These thoughts had been
bubbling inside me throughout the
past year and I knew I now had to face
them – make decisions – and so the
earth called to me once again. I believe
that nature provides us with signs
and delivers answers; we just need to
take notice. Just as daffodils never
fail to lift the heart as the first sign of
spring, I believe the land can nourish
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us in many ways – in spirit, beauty,
medicinally, or by encouraging us to
reflect. For me it was the arid landscape
of Andalucia that I so longed for. It was
this very place where my family and I
spent almost six months ten years earlier
– an experience that would propel us
into what would become a decade of
exploring, a life as wanderers, for which
I am truly grateful. But now something
has changed. Our love of living in narrow
boats, campervans, cabins and cottages,
all spread out across countries and time,
is no longer weaving together neatly.
Instead the fabric of our lifestyle is
beginning to fray and in order to halt the
unravelling we needed to make time to
truly listen to our hearts, cut ourselves
off. Reconnect. I knew there was no
better place to do this than amidst the
peacefulness of the Spanish mountains.

desertification, I could feel the olive tree
rooting itself into my heart, showing me
how to re-green my own journey and
embark on a new path. The message
weaving itself into my life’s narrative –
just as the crops being woven between
rows in those Israeli olive tree forests –
was that all elements of who we are can
flourish together, and that sometimes
the whole will be stronger for it.
The setting Spanish sun reflects on
my face as I thank this evergreen tree
– this symbol of life – for its wisdom,
and consider its path through time:
consistently resilient against all weathers
in a rotation of blooming, fruiting and
resting. I laugh with the knowledge of

In the presence of such raw and
seemingly impenetrable beauty and
with the time to truly absorb, we began
our journey towards brightness again.
Surrounded as I was by olive trees I
began to recognise that perhaps the
problem was that my life had somehow
become dried up and devoid of newness,
so entrenched had I become in a sense
of myself described in the obligatory
bullet points of our generation. I was
Alice: traveller, wanderer, nomad, seeker of
simple ways – and yet the yearning I was
feeling in my heart was for a house, for
comfort and a solid place to root down
in my home country. Suddenly I could
feel the teachings, the energy feeding
into me, and just like the thousands of
olive trees planted in Israel (Dr. Zohar
Kerem, Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew
University, Jerusalem) as a way to combat
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such a suddenly easy flow of answers
and acknowledge that our lives, too, are
a cycle; ups and downs, comings and
goings, old and new. There’s a combining
of chapters that might often feel at
odds with each other and yet in the end
always come together to make a brilliant
book. I realise that just like the olive,
I can also be many things; loose like
blossom yet rooted to my land, fruiting
new adventures yet weathering the
storm, and I know that I will be leaving
Spain in search of my own English
home and that the first tree I will plant
there will be the olive so that I can be
reminded of – and at peace with – the
ever-evolving journey of life; of time. j

